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God bless,

Pastor Anthony L. Bennett, D. Min.
Lead Pastor

Namaste my Brothers and Sisters in Christ,

It is my honor and privilege to greet you in the name of our Lord and Savior, Jesus, The Christ. It is
also my honor to say Happy Resurrection Day! Wow! I’m sure we would not have imagined that
we would be celebrating the Resurrection of our Lord and Savior virtually two years in a row.
Although I’m sure we all long to regather for in person worship, our faith conviction in the
Resurrection of our Lord transcends any physical distance or limitations. Though the reality of the
crucifixion is ever before us, it is our encouragement and challenge to walk, talk and live in the
power of the Resurrection.

Allow me at this time to thank each and every one of you for your prayers on behalf of the staff,
the leadership and the general congregation. I know that we are going to make it through this
season together. As we reflect upon our season of Lent, which included our Bible study series,
workshops, female toiletry drive-by and virtual worship, God did indeed manifest and minster to
and through us.

The month of April promises to be no less eventful, renewing and rewarding. In addition to
celebrating the Resurrection of our Lord and Savior this first Sunday, we will also honor and
celebrate our 27th year of partnership as Pastor and People. I am delighted that one of my dearest
friends, The Rev. Dr. Mark Chapman to celebrate with us virtually.

In addition to our Resurrection and pastoral celebrations, we will begin our first phase of
regathering as a congregation in the Mount Aery facility. Please check our website and Facebook
page for details regarding the various phases of our regathering.

Mount Aery, we are still on a long road of recovery and restoration, yet I hold the conviction more
than ever before that I do not believe that God has brought us this far to leave us.



Our Vision Statement

Hospitalization & Nursing Home List

Edify    Equip   Engage

To equip the disciples of Mount Aery Baptist Church with the biblical and relational wisdom for the spiritual, 
educational and social work of ministry beginning in the Hollow Section of Bridgeport, then spreading 
throughout the Greater Bridgeport Area.
Ephesians 4:11-12 and Acts 2:44-47
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Please Pray for Our Prayer List
Clifford Bazelias
Volney Bryan
Isaiah Brown
Linda Lee Brown
Carol Carter-Mims
Joan H. Colley
Minister Odell Cooper
Rayvon Cox
Tracey Nicole Craig
Frances Dicks
Ruth Hasty-Dove
Sandra Dunn
Bernardine Edwards
Rose Evans
James Freeman
Willie Freeman
Leonard Grace
Deacon Minnie Grant
Leslie Green 
Jodi Green 
Ruth Harvin
Deacon Naomi Holmes
Gerard James
Barbara Jones
Maria Knight
Theresa Lazarus
Cheryl Lewis
Jordan Alexander Lewis

Deacon Melvin Lowe, Sr.
Reanna McCoy
Susie Mckine
Mary McRae
Autumn Mitton
Caleb Mitton
Spring Mitton
Edward A. Morris
Deacon Regina Mosely
Austin Perkins
Eulalia Pettway
Miriam Powell
Terrance Quiller
Rose Samuel
William Henry Sims Sr.
Linda Suggs
Herb Sutton
Gloria Tucker
Rev. Velva Jean Tucker
Curtis Jerome Turner
Paula Watkins
Dorothy Watts
Gwen Williams
June Williams
Barbara Wilson
Michelle Lisa Wilson

Please be aware that there are strict legal and ethical guidelines 
regarding giving outpatient information.  Therefore, if you are 
hospitalized and desire pastoral support, you or your family member 
must notify the church office in advance, if possible.  When you are 
admitted, state your denomination and place of worship..

Please address all correspondences for the above disciples 
to the church and the administrative office will forward 
all mail.  Thank you for your cooperation.

Mary Ryan
Laurel Ridge Health Care Center, 642 Danbury Road,
Ridgefield, CT 06877

Paula Watkins
Durham Pruitt Health Center, 3100 Mount Sinai Road, 
Durham, NC 27705

Jena Simmons
Westchester Medical Center, 100 Woods Road, 2nd floor, 
Valhalla, NY 10595

Welcome to Mount Aery
We’re so glad you came
You’re welcome to
Mount Aery
Where everybody comes to
give God praise

Welcome Song
Welcome to Mount Aery
Where the spirit
Of the Lord
Is moving free
Right here, at seven three (73)
Frank Street



Bereavement
 Tasha Black and family on the loss of her mother.
 Frank & Jennifer Bruton and family on the loss of his brother.
 Bernardine Edwards and family on the loss of her husband, Carl Edwards.
 The Pettway family on the loss of Ruby Pettway.
 Sandra Lee and family on the loss of her Grandson.
 Eartha Foster and family on the loss of her brother, Daniel Pettway.
 Sheneta Dailey and family on the loss of her father, William Bates.
 Vernon, Tamiko and Giselle Collier and family on the loss of their cousin, Jared Lloyd.
 Malek Simpson and family on the loss of his father.
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During this season of prayer, 
call in to the prayer line 
at 7:00am daily at 319-527-3510. 
The participant access code is 111933#.  
The calls are recorded so please mute your phone 
to eliminate background noise.  
Please note that long distance charges may apply.
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Deacon on Call for the month are

Submissions of announcements 
and due dates:

Message From The Mount

Send information to 
mftm@mtaerybaptist.org
by the second Wednesday 
after the first Sunday

Monitors in the Sanctuary
Send information to 
media@mtaerybaptist.org by 
Wednesday before the Sunday 
you want the announcement

Please make sure that your 
announcement is in PowerPoint 
format. 

If announcements are not received 
by the due dates they may be 
omitted or placed in the next edition.

Here's an exciting way to join in worship with us. 

Simply visiting our website at mtaerybaptist.org 

and click one WATCH LIVE in the upper right hand 

corner. Pass the link on to your friends and family

as well so they can be blessed by our ministry

http://www.mtaerybaptist.org/watch-us-live

Deacon Luis & Annette Febres.

Phase I:

Children & Youth Regathering

Ages 3-17

Saturday, April 10, 2021

10:00am

Be Watchful & Be Wise
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by Jennifer Bruton RDH, MS
Master of Science, Human Nutrition

Directions

Liz’s Brown Sugar BBQ Chicken

Preheat oven to 375 degrees
Arrange chicken in a single layer in a 13x9 baking pan. Sprinkle with salt 
and pepper, chopped onions and dot with butter. Blend remaining ingredients 
and pour over chicken. Cover with aluminum foil and bake for 
45 minutes. Uncover and bake for an additional 45 minutes or until 
chicken is browned.

2 ½ lbs. Chicken pieces
1 large onion chopped
½ cup butter
2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar
1 tablespoon worcestershire sauce
3 teaspoons brown sugar
½ teaspoon paprika
1 cup ketchup
1 cup hot water
Salt and pepper to taste



by Cathy Patton
Happy Teeth = A Healthy Body
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Practicing good oral health can help us maintain good overall health.
Remember how mom would ask us to brush our teeth. Almost each
time, it would be a struggle resulting in mom singing some silly tooth
brush song, to encourage us to maintain good dental care. Mom
would also remind us to eat our veggies, go outside and play, and
get plenty of rest. None of which we did willingly, or without some
type of complaint. But, as always, mom was right!

When good oral health is not practiced, Gum Disease can set-in.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, half
the adults age 30 and older suffer from some form of gum disease
and it is extremely common .

You don’t have to lose any of your teeth to gum disease if you practice good oral hygiene. Even if you are
diagnosed with gum disease, your dentist can design a treatment plan to help you keep it under control.

It is important to know that some health conditions make you more susceptible to gum disease than others.
One such condition is Diabetes. This is a chronic disease which affects the body's ability to process sugar. The
resulting high blood sugar can cause problems with your eyes, nerves, kidneys, heart and other parts of your
body, even your gums. Diabetes can also lower your resistance to infection and can slow the healing
process, so it's important that you are extra diligent with your oral health.

Bacteria
The mouth is a very complex ecosystem. The average healthy oral cavity contains about 800 different types
of bacteria, with each tooth holding more than a billion bacteria. When your oral flora is balanced, your
body has a strong natural defense system to prevent the onset of disease. But when there’s an imbalance,
your immune system is more vulnerable, which makes you more susceptible to oral health complications.

Causes of Gum Disease
There are varying causes of Gum Disease such as genetics, smoking and plaque.

Being cavity-free does not ensure you are in the clear where gum disease is concerned.

Because gum disease is painless, many people have no idea they have it. Gums that

bleed easily, or are red, swollen, or tender is a sign of gingivitis, the earliest stage of

gum disease and the only stage that is reversible.



Genetics
Based on family and 
personal health history, 
some people are 
predisposed to gum 
disease 

Smoking
Bacteria most damaging 
to the gums reside in 
the mouth of a smoker

Plaque (soft)
If removed at least once 
every 24 hours you will 
go a long way 

Calculus 
(hardened plaque)
Found below the gum 
line and causes loss of 
bone support 

Poor diet
Cause many adverse and 
chronic conditions in the 
body, including gum 
disease

Gum Disease Prevention
There are some steps we 
can take to prevent the 
on-set of Gum Disease.
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by Cathy Patton
Happy Teeth = A Healthy Body
(continued)

Avoid Certain Foods

 Ice
Ice is for chilling, not chewing. Chewing on hard substances
can leave your teeth vulnerable to a dental emergency and
damage enamel.

 Sticky Foods
Sticky foods are your mouth's worst nightmare. When it
comes to picking healthy snacks, many people put dried
fruit at the top of the list. But many dried fruits are sticky.
Sticky foods can damage your teeth since they tend to stay
on the teeth longer than other types of food.

 Citrus
The truth is that frequent exposures to acidic foods can
erode enamel, making teeth more susceptible to decay
over time. So even though a a squeeze of lemon or lime
can turn a simple glass of water into a fun beverage, it's
not always the best choice for your mouth.

Replace your Tooth Brush
Toothbrush manufacturers and dentist recommend replacing 
your toothbrush every 3-4 months. Bristles get lose and then 
become less effective.  Germs can also hang out on your 
toothbrush and then transfer to the toothpaste tube making 
others sick.

Spend Time Brushing
Remember to take tooth brushing seriously. The norm was to 
sing the Happy Birthday song twice and that was considered the 
perfect amount of time to brush your teeth, but experts say to 
ensure our teeth are truly clean, we should brush anywhere from 
5-10 minutes. This, along with flossing every day, should keep 
our mouths happy and healthy.
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“Jesus Rise” Poem
by Samantha Burton

You rise above the beautiful green trees
You rise above the crops in the spring

You rise above the Sun that sets at dawn
You rise above the beautiful birds chirping for joy

You rise above the beautiful ocean that sways
You rise above the beautiful rainbows that form
You rise above the mountains next to the Sea

You rise in honor of the Holy Father for the whole world to see

You rise for hope and for peace
You rise so that we can all be free

Oh rise King of peace
Oh rise King of praise

Oh rise Super Star that shines everyday
Oh rise Jesus, forever in all of our hearts

Oh rise Jesus, because of your love, we will never be apart
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Figure Skating In Harlem 
Is Creating Space for Skaters of Color 
On and Off the Ice 

Mabel Fairbanks was the first African-American
inducted into the U.S. Figure Skating Hall of Fame,
even though she was never allowed to skate
competitively or try out for the Olympic team. She
taught herself to spin and glide in the 1930s because
she couldn’t afford lessons and the rinks wouldn’t let
her in because she was Black. Fairbanks eventually
started earning money by performing in small ice
shows at nightclubs, though she says she wasn’t
allowed to show off the more difficult moves she was
capable of. “None of the white skaters wanted to be
outshone by someone Black,” she told the L.A. Times in
1998.

Racism took away Fairbanks’s chance to become a
figure skating champion. Because of that, during her
years as a coach she made it a point to provide her
students with the support she never had. Without
Fairbanks, there wouldn’t be a Debi Thomas, who
became the first Black athlete to win a medal in the
Winter Olympics, or a Richard Ewell, who became the
first African American to win a national title in pair
skating and single skating, and not just because they
were both her students. Fairbanks helped break the
color barrier in U.S. figure skating, allowing others the
chance to follow in her footsteps (or more technically,
her ice skates).

Figure skating has historically been dominated by
white skaters and, in more recent years, Asian skaters.
Despite Fairbanks’s pioneering, the sport has yet to see
a surge of influence akin to what the Williams sisters
had on tennis and Dominique Dawes had on
gymnastics. But Figure Skating in Harlem, a nonprofit
organization, is helping to make figure skating more
accessible.

Sharon Cohen founded Figure Skating in Harlem (FSH)
through what she calls serendipity. She was a
practicing competitive skater when she was invited by
East Harlem community leaders to teach a group of
young girls. “I knew from my background that there
were very few people of color who skated at all
because it was very expensive and had a barrage of
discrimination,” Cohen

says. “So it was amazing to see, over time, this
group get bigger and bigger, [with] these ladies of
color who just owned the ice.” For seven years she
taught during her free time, but after finishing up a
grad program, and with the encouragement of
parents, Cohen decided to formalize the
organization. In 1997, Figure Skating in Harlem was
born.

Twenty-three years later, the program teaches
hundreds of girls ages 6 to 18 the foundational
elements and artistic discipline of figure skating,
and encourages them in the classroom as well. “We
wanted figure skating to be what brought our girls
in and what helped them grow and taught them
resilience and perseverance and grace — all of
these wonderful things," Cohen says. "But
ultimately showing up their educational skills was
what we wanted to make our focus, so that our
girls were going to the best schools, the best
colleges, and [could] enter any field they wanted.”

The girls usually have two afternoons that revolve
around skating and two around academics. In
addition to basic math, reading, and writing skills,
the program offers classes in financial literacy,
communications, STEM, and leadership
development. The schedule and offerings have
changed some due to COVID-19, Cohen says, with
all of the academics moving online. There’s virtual
tutoring for girls who are below a B average, and a
heavy emphasis on social and emotional support.
One of the biggest changes is that a lot less time is
spent on the ice.

“We can be 
Black ice 
Queens.”

by Taylor Bryant
Photography by
Katie McCurdy

Resource: teenvogue.com
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Figure Skating In Harlem 
Is Creating Space 

The pandemic hit right before the program’s big
annual performance, and the adjustment has been
difficult for some of the girls, including 17-year-old
Kayla Jones. “It was heartbreaking to not be able to
go on the ice as much as I used to,” she says. Jones
started figure skating when she was around seven
and joined FSH after her mom discovered it almost
eight years ago. The rink, Jones says, is where she
feels most at peace. “It’s a place that keeps me calm,
it keeps me sane,” she explains. “There could be a
war going on outside, and as long as I'm on the ice,
nothing can affect or change my mood.” Jones grew
up watching figure skating competitions and had
dreams of becoming an Olympian. As she got older,
though, she realized that being a professional comes
with more stress and drama than she wanted. Now
she prefers to keep skating light and fun to maintain
that peace.

Figure skating wasn’t on Jacqueline Ayala’s radar the
same way it was on Jones’s. When she joined FSH in
2015 it was only the second time she’d ever been on
the ice. “I didn't know anyone around me who knew
how to figure skate, so I wasn't really tied to figure
skating or [had] even watched it on TV,” Ayala says.
After she entered the program, she discovered other
girls and coaches who looked like her and practiced
the sport. Ayala stopped skating for five months in
March — the longest break she’s taken in the five
years since she started. The part she’s missed the
most is also her favorite aspect of the program: Being
able to skate with friends who come from a similar
background. “Figure skating is very white-washed and
people don't see people of color on the ice," she says,
"so it's nice to know that I'm able to break barriers
alongside other girls.”

.“It’s a place that keeps me calm, 
it keeps me sane,” she explains. 

“There could be a war going on outside, 
and as long as I'm on the ice, 

nothing can affect or change my mood.”

by Taylor Bryant
Photography by
Katie McCurdy

(continued)

Resource: teenvogue.com
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Figure Skating In Harlem 
Is Creating Space 

On a weekday the ice skating rink in East Harlem,
filled with Black and brown bodies (safely wearing
masks), looks a lot different than the figure skating
landscape as a whole. Jones says when they go to
competitions, they’re always the only team made up
entirely of girls of color, which can come with added
pressure to do well. “It feels like you have something
to prove,” she says.

The Black Lives Matter movement this summer
helped to shed light on the diversity issues within the
sport, and professional skaters like Adam
Rippon and Ashley Wagner put out a faint call to
action to help speed up historically slow-moving
progress. It’s hard to obtain data on the overall
ethnic makeup of figure skaters, as Teen Vogue has
highlighted before, but of the 271 medals awarded
for figure skating since the first Winter Olympics in
1924, only two have gone to Black skaters.

Starr Andrews, who made headlines in 2010 when
a video of her skating to Willow Smith’s “Whip My
Hair” went viral, is one of the few Black figure
skaters on the international circuit. She addressed
this in June, following the murder of George Floyd
and during the protests for the BLM
movement, writing on Instagram: “Every time a little
Black girl comes up to me, it makes me emotional
because I used to be that little girl. I always tell them
you can do anything you set your mind to. I’m not
only skating for myself, but for every little girl, boy,
or any African American out there who thinks they
can’t do it.” A month later, she posted a video of
herself skating to, well, herself, singing a rendition of
Mickey Guyton’s “Black Like Me.” Andrews hopes to
qualify for the 2022 Olympics in Beijing, where she’d
join a shallow pool of Black Olympic skaters.

“Every time a little Black girl comes up to me, 
it makes me emotional because I used to be 

that little girl. I always tell them you can do 
anything you set your mind to.” 

by Taylor Bryant
Photography by
Katie McCurdy

(continued)

Resource: teenvogue.com
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Figure Skating In Harlem 
Is Creating Space 

It was Black French figure skater Surya Bonaly
who first caught 17-year-old Nia Moore’s eye.
“I learned that she did a backflip on the ice and I just
thought you have to be, like, so confident or, like,
really crazy to do something like that,” she says.
Bonaly was a little bit of both, depending on who
you ask. She’s remembered by many for protesting
a second-place win during the 1994 World Figure
Skating Championships because she thought she
deserved gold, but more so, as Moore mentioned,
for becoming the only Olympic figure skater to land
a backflip on one blade during the 1998 games. The
move was banned in 1976, which led to deductions
in Bonaly’s score and a 10th-place spot, but it
cemented her name in figure skating history.
“I wanted to do something to please the crowd, not
the judges,” Bonaly reportedly said that night. “The
judges are not pleased no matter what I do, and I
knew I couldn’t go forward anyway because
everybody was skating so good.” Years later she
told The Root she wanted to “leave a trademark”;
the move has since been dubbed "the Bonaly.”

Moore doesn’t plan to pull a Bonaly on the ice
anytime soon. She knows you’re not supposed to
doubt yourself, and “never say never,” but she just
knows in her heart of hearts that it’s not in the
cards. If anything, Bonaly showed her what’s
possible: Seeing a young Black girl soar through the
air and defy gravity while gliding on ice tends to
leave an impression. Moore hopes to do the same
for other aspiring girls. “When people of color see
us skating and performing in competitions or see us
online or see us in Teen Vogue, it shows that they
can do that too, and it's not limited to only what you
see on TV,” she says, adding that she usually sees
“beautiful, pale white figure skaters” on television.
She points specifically to Olympic figure skater
Gracie Gold, who she compares to
the Frozen character Elsa. “We can be that, too,”
Moore says. “We can be Black ice queens.”

by Taylor Bryant
Photography by
Katie McCurdy

(continued)

Resource: teenvogue.com
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Figure Skating In Harlem 
Is Creating Space 

Habibata Sigue, 17, doesn’t mind the “tight” leotards or
loose skirts, but she says she much prefers more
comfortable clothing. Her favorite costume that she’s
worn is a simple, cute black leotard with some sparkles. If
she had it her way and was able to wear whatever she
wanted on the ice, it would be something that flowed.
“Blue or purple would be the colors,” she specifies. “And
when I do my spins, it would open up like a little flower
blossoming.”

The image of a flower blooming is an easy metaphor for what the FSH program has accomplished for many young
girls over the past two decades, which is to help them grow and come into their own. As Sigue and Sayala tell me,
it’s helped them build confidence; as Jones says, it’s taught her the importance of falling fearlessly. “You're gonna
fall on the ice, and you're always gonna have fallen moments in life,” Jones says. “But as long as you get back up
and keep trying, nothing can stop you. You just have to keep on going.” Perhaps most importantly, FSH has
provided a support system for the girls on and off the ice, which 18-year-old Amiri Lathen points out is her favorite
part about the program. “No matter what you need, you will always have someone there to help you,” she says.
“It's not even possible for someone to be left behind while you're in this program because there's so much help
everywhere for anything you need. It doesn't have to include skating; it could be homework, it could be life.”

For most, their dreams reach beyond the rink and, in a lot of ways, that’s exactly what Cohen wants. FSH is an
empowerment program at its core and skating is the entry point to help the girls soar in other areas, she
emphasizes. “If we can help diversify the sport, that's wonderful," Cohen says. "But what we really want to do is
create powerful young women who will go out and change the world.”

Still, the power of representation and visibility 
should never be underestimated, no matter 
the scale. “When I tell people I figure skate it's 
definitely a jaw-dropper because you don't 
hear about a lot of Black girls ice skating,” 
Jones says. “It lets a lot of young girls know 
that you can do anything you set your mind 
to, even if it is something as small as ice 
skating or as big as being the vice president of 
the United States.” It has to start somewhere, 
she notes. “Having Black girls on [the] ice is 
definitely a really big deal,” she adds. 
“It’s a beautiful, big deal.”

by Taylor Bryant
Photography by
Katie McCurdy

(continued)

Resource: teenvogue.com
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Figure Skating In Harlem 
Is Creating Space 

The ice princess image — though flawed in a lot of
ways — is upheld visually, in part, through costumes.
Figure skating is one of the few sports that doesn’t
require a uniform, which gives fashion a chance to
shine. And shine it does, usually via glitter and
sequins, and sometimes Swarovski crystals. The point
is to stand out, but only so much. The International
Skating Union has rules for professional skaters that
state costumes must be “modest, dignified, and
appropriate for athletic competition.” Skaters aren’t
required to wear skirts, but they tend to be a popular
choice given their feminine nature and the way they
flow during spins and spirals (though Black French
figure skater Maé-Bérénice Méité garnered
attention for wearing a bedazzled black unitard during
the 2018 Olympics). Their costumes are meant to be a
reflection of their routine and an expression of who
they are.

Figure Skating of Harlem costumes have run the gamut over the years: 
There was a Pink Panther one that included a little tail; the army-themed ones the 

young synchronized team wore while skating to Beyoncé’s “End of Time”; and the shirts 
and skirts that Jones recalls she and the other girls tie-dyed themselves for a 

performance to Lady Gaga’s
“Born This Way” (the back read “I am enough”).

by Taylor Bryant
Photography by
Katie McCurdy

(continued)

Resource: teenvogue.com
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White Coat Black Doctor

White Coat Black Doctor (WCBDr) was started to provide a forum
to discuss daily life and experiences as a Black physician. During our
journey of becoming physicians, we noticed that although there
were many students of color interested in pursuing medicine as a
career, they were unaware of the process of applying to medical
school and what constitutes a great applicant. We also noticed that
many students lacked mentorship or opportunities.

Given the widening health disparities and inequities experienced by
people of color, we know that increasing diversity within medicine is
extremely important to addressing these issues. The current
population of Black people in the US is about 13.4 % as of July 2019,
according to the US census. The Latino Population is 18% currently
and is expected to account for 24.4 % of the population in 2050.
Despite those estimates, for underrepresented minorities in
medicine, those percentages are significantly lower.

Per the AAMC (the American Association of Medical Colleges), in
2019 the percentage of Black physicians was only 5% of the total
amount of current physicians, despite Black Americans making up at
least 13% of the US population. Similarly, among medical school
applicants as of March 2019, Black applicants only made up a total of
8.4% of applicants, while the Latino population made up 6.2% of
applicants. Unfortunately, there are a smaller number of Black
physicians acting as full time faculty at US medical schools,
constituting only 3.6% of faculty members.

There are several factors that lead to the underrepresentation in the
medical field. Regardless of what those factors are, it is our mission
to help bridge that gap. Given these statistics, the lack of diversity
within medicine, and our desire to help reduce health care disparities
and inequities, we aim to use our experiences, and what those may
have seen as roadblocks, to be frank about the difficult journey to
and through medicine. It is our goal to create an environment where
we can educate, help those acquire skills and tools to overcome their
roadblocks, and truly help the underrepresented finally become the
wise leaders that they have been called to be.

About Us

Resource: whitecoatblackdoctor.com
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White Coat Black Doctor

We hope to increase representation of physicians of color in 
the field of medicine. We aim to support Black physicians and 
physicians in training at various stages in their medical career, 

including creating a network (or “forum”) for sharing 
experiences, exchanging ideas, promoting mentorship, and 

providing educational content.

Support and promote the education and 
professional development of Black physicians 

and physicians in training.

“the wisdom knot” – We thought of no other
perfect symbol to be able to represent WCBDr.
This symbol is an Adinkra symbol, a revered symbol of
the Akan, which represents wisdom, ingenuity,
intelligence and patience. This symbol conveys the
idea that “a wise person has the capacity to choose
the best means to attain a goal. Being wise implies
broad knowledge, learning and experience, and the
ability to apply such faculties to practical ends.” With
pursuing a career in medicine and becoming a kind
and compassionate physician, not only must you
possess resilience and perseverance; you must
possess wisdom, ingenuity, intelligence and patience,
all represented by this wisdom knot. All of these
qualities are needed to deliver competent,
compassionate medical care to patients.

Resource: whitecoatblackdoctor.com

Our Mission

Our Vision

Nyansapo

(continued)
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by Deacon Kathy Tabb-Smalls
Resurrection

REANIMATION
REAPPEARANCE   
REAWAKENING   
REBIRTH   
RECHARGING 
RECOMMENCEMENT   
RECOVERY   
RE-EMERGENCE   
RE-ESTABLISHMENT   
REFORMATION 
REGENERATION   

REHABILITATION   
REINSTALLATION    
REINTRODUCTION    
REINVIGORATION 
REJUVENATION    
RELAUNCH    
RENAISSANCE    
RENEWAL    
REPLENISHMENT    

RESTITUTION
RESTORATION
RESURGENCE   
RESURRECTION    
RESUSCITATION    
RETURN    
REVITALIZATION     
REVIVAL    
RISEN    
RISORGIMENTO
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by Deacon Henry Smalls, Jr.
Namaste Brothers and Sisters! 
The major goal of the MABC Security Team is to provide a safe 
environment for you and your family here at The Mount.  This starts 
with keeping you informed, but remember, security is everyone’s 
responsibility. In this installment, we will cover:

Stimulus Check Scams and Common Scams
Scammers are already trying to take advantage of you with this new round of stimulus checks, so be
aware. The scammers will mail you a fake IRS check looking like the real thing, you deposit it, then get a
phone call saying you were overpaid and need to send money back. Do not fall for it! The IRS would
never tell you to deposit a check then send some of it back because they overpaid you. They are also
sending phishing emails and text messages to click on a link to verify your information for your check.
The IRS does not do this. Do not open anything you don’t know where it’s coming from or it does not feel
right or look right. Along with Fake websites, Robocalls are also used to scam you pretending to be an IRS
official on a recorded message saying you need to pay a fee to receive your stimulus check, again, clear
sign, it’s Fraud. Be aware and savvy in your physical surroundings as well as your cyber surroundings, stay
alert and vigilant. Check out some of the other common scams to be on the lookout for as well.

Common Scams
Getting Scammed is a unpleasant 
experience, but you can be one 
step ahead.

Phishing Attacks
Ever click on a link or open an attachment 
in an email, even though you’re not quite 
sure who it’s from?

Cyber criminals have skillfully figured out 
how to create emails that look like they’re 
coming from legitimate sources, including 
banks, government agencies, and other 
services and businesses. Get savvy in 
recognizing these frauds since often they 
not only collect your personal and 
financial information, but also infect your 
device with malware and viruses.

Imposter scams
You know you’re a good person when your 
first instinct is to help when you receive an 
email or call from a government official, family 
member, or friend asking you to wire money.

You know you’re a smart person when you 
don’t immediately fall for it and verify 
whether the situation is real or not. Criminals 
have become experts at impersonating those 
closest to you by exploiting your personal 
information available online.

“You’ve won” scams
Winning isn’t always what it’s cracked 
up to be.

If you receive an email stating you’ve 
won a prize, the lottery, or a 
sweepstakes, be instantly on your 
guard if you are asked to pay a fee or 
tax for the prize, or if there’s a request 
for your credit card or bank account 
information. Here, you can win by not 
falling for this scam.
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by Deacon Henry Smalls, Jr.
Stimulus Check Scams 
and Common Scams

Healthcare scams

Keep your stress levels low and be wary of calls, emails,
or letters that promise big savings in your health insurance.

Cyber criminals will usually request your Medicare or health
insurance information, social security number, or financial
information. Not falling for these scams will give you a skeptical—
but healthy—outlook on cyberspace.

Tech support scams

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.

If someone claiming to be with a technology company contacts
you and wants to diagnose a computer problem you didn’t know
you had, or provide tech support you have not requested, stop! If
you receive an unexpected pop-up or spam email about an
urgent problem with your computer, stop! Scammers are likely
using a nonexistent problem to obtain remote access to your
computer or banking information.

Re: dhs.gov  & Newsweek

(continued)

Identity Theft

Victims of identity theft often feel violated—rightly so, since this
crime involves someone using your personal information to
obtain money or credit. Signs that you may be a victim of identity
theft:

 bills for products or services you never purchased;

 unauthorized withdrawals from your bank;

 unauthorized charges on your credit card statements;

 unauthorized charges on your credit card or new accounts in
your name—which you never opened;

 noticing a decrease in the amount of mail or bills you receive;
or

 a decrease in the amount of mail or bills you receive, or being
rejected, or denied, for a credit application.

Don’t ignore any of these suspicious signals; report them
immediately. The longer you wait, the more time-consuming,
costly, and exhausting it can be to rectify the situation.
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by Deacon Cynthia Seabrook
Tax Tips

Tip #1: Keep in mind these commonly misunderstood business deductions
Here are three common areas that can create confusion: 

 Travel: Your daily commute isn’t deductible, that’s a personal expense. But, travel to and 
from work for an off-site meeting is. When it comes to travel, ask yourself, “Is this travel 
essential for completing my work?” If the answer is yes, it might also be a deductible 
expense.

 Home office: If you’re using a part of your home exclusively for business purposes, you can 
write off the expenses related to that space: The interest on your mortgage, insurance, 
utilities, repairs, and depreciation are all deductible. But what if your home office doubles as 
the family rec room? Expense for a home office can only be deducted if the space is used 
exclusively and regularly for business purposes.

 Dining and entertainment: Business meals are part and parcel with maintaining and building 
strong client relations. Not only are those lunches and dinners an excellent way to form a 
connection with your client, but 50 percent of the meal’s cost can be deducted. The meals 
for company parties and picnics, however, are fully deductible. But what if you treat a client 
or your employees to a baseball game? Although they’re related, entertainment expenses 
are not deductible.

Tip #2: Pick one payment method for business purchases
Keeping track of every purchase can be cumbersome – especially smaller ones. Consider using 
one payment method for all business expenses. For example, you can use a small business credit 
card and get supplementary cards for employees. When it’s time to file your taxes, all your 
business purchases are in your monthly invoices.

Tip #3: Watch out for little deductions – they add up
The tax code changes often, making it difficult to know what’s deductible from year to year. 
While there are rarely drastic changes to the tax code, you can reasonably assume some 
purchases will remain deductible, it’s possible to miss new deductions, especially on smaller 
purchases, including:

 Petty cash expenses: Those breakfast burritos you bought with cash for a morning meeting 
are more than a tasty treat – they’re a tax deduction. Keep a record of all cash purchases 
your organization makes.

 Document preparation expenses: If your organization paid a professional to help develop a 
business plan or fill out a loan application, you can deduct those expenses. Did you have them 
printed, collated, and bound? Those expenses are deductible, too.
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by Deacon Cynthia Seabrook
Tax Tips

Tip #4: Remember to make quarterly estimated tax payments
Businesses that expect to owe more than $1,000 in taxes are required to make quarterly 
payments to the IRS. Most small businesses, even sole proprietorships, fall within that range. 
Although paying estimated taxes can cut into your cash flow, it’s important to stay on top of 
those payments. By doing so, you’ll avoid IRS penalties, namely being charged interest on your 
back taxes.

If you’re concerned that your organization won’t be able to set aside enough cash to make 
quarterly estimated payments, consider applying for a business line of credit to maintain cash 
flow.

Tip #5: Consider using credit to make large purchases around tax time
Have you been putting off a large equipment purchase or making a sizable investment because 
your organization doesn’t have the cash on hand? One approach is to make the purchase using 
expended payment terms. That way, you can delay payment until after Tax Day while still being 
able to deduct the purchase from your taxes.

I hope these tax tips will be useful as the season of preparation is here upon us.

May GOD continue to bless, strengthen and keep each and everyone of you.  

Stay safe and I hope to see you soon.

Deacon Cynthia Seabrook

Amazon Tax Tips

(continued)
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Black History Moment Daisy Bates

Daisy Bates (November 11, 1914 – November 4, 1999) was
an American civil rights activist, publisher, journalist, and
lecturer who played a leading role in the Little Rock
Integration Crisis of 1957.

Daisy Bates was born on November 11, 1914 to father Hezakiah Gatson and
mother Millie Riley. She grew up in southern Arkansas in the small sawmill town
of Huttig. Hezakiah Gatson supported the family by working as a lumber grader in
a local mill. Her mother Millie Riley was murdered when Daisy was an infant, and
the girl was given for care to her mother's close friends: Orlee Smith, a World War
I veteran, and his wife Susie Smith. Her father Hezakiah abandoned her, and Daisy
never saw him again.[1] In The Death of My Mother,[2] Bates recounted learning, at
the age of eight, that her birth mother had been raped and murdered by three
local white men, and her body thrown into a millpond, where it was later
discovered.[3]

Learning that no one was prosecuted for her mother's murder stoked Daisy's anger about injustice.[4] Her
adoptive father, Orlee Smith, told her that the killers were never found and that the police showed little interest
in the case. Daisy wanted vengeance. She later wrote:[5]

"My life now had a secret goal – to find the men who had done this horrible thing to my mother." She
eventually identified one of her mother's killers. At a commissary, she stumbled upon a gaze from a young white
man that would imply that he was involved. After this interaction, Daisy would go there often to belittle the
drunken man with just her eyes. The young man later pleaded with Daisy, "In the name of God, please leave me
alone." He drank himself to death and was found in an alleyway.[5]

She began to hate white people. Out of concern and hope, her adoptive father gave her some advice from his
deathbed:

You're filled with hatred. Hate can destroy you, Daisy. Don't hate white people just because they're white. If you
hate, make it count for something. Hate the humiliations we are living under in the South. Hate the
discrimination that eats away at the South. Hate the discrimination that eats away at the soul of every black
man and woman. Hate the insults hurled at us by white scum—and then try to do something about it, or your
hate won't spell a thing.[6]

Bates said she had never forgotten that. She believed that this memory supported her strength for leadership in
the cause of civil rights.

Before Daisy was exposed to her biological mother's death, she often played with Beatrice, a white girl around
her age. They shared pennies for hard candy, and got along well.[7]

Bates' childhood included attendance in Huttig's segregated public schools, where she learned firsthand the
poor conditions to which black students were exposed.[8] Orlee Smith died when Bates was a teenager, leaving
her with her mother. Daisy deeply appreciated her father, leading to her own assumption that she married her
husband because he shared similar qualities with her father. Bates had great adulation for the man where she
couldn't "remember a time when this man I called my father didn't talk to me almost as if I were an adult". In
contrast to their relationship, Daisy had an austere relationship with her mother. Susie Smith would punish
Daisy and, "often clobbered, tamed, switched, and made to stand in the corner". Even after the death of
Orlee Smith, the two had a falling out.[7]
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Daisy was 17 when she started dating Lucius Christopher Bates, an insurance salesman who had also worked on
newspapers in the South and West. Daisy was only 15 years old when they first met, and Lucius was still
married to Kasssandra Crawford.[9] Lucius divorced his first wife in 1941 before moving to Little Rock and
starting the Arkansas State Press. Daisy and L.C. Bates married on March 4, 1942.[3]

In 1952, Daisy Bates was elected president of the Arkansas Conference of NAACP branches.

After their move to Little Rock, the Bateses decided to act on a dream of theirs, the ownership of a newspaper.
They leased a printing plant that belonged to a church publication and inaugurated the Arkansas State Press, a
weekly statewide newspaper. The first issue appeared on May 9, 1941.

The Arkansas State Press was primarily concerned with advocacy journalism and was modeled off other African-
American publications of the era, such as the Chicago Defender and The Crisis. Stories about civil rights often
ran on the front page with the rest of the paper mainly filled with other stories that spotlighted achievements
of black Arkansans. Pictures were also in abundance throughout the paper.[10]

The paper became an avid voice for civil rights even before a nationally recognized movement had emerged.
Daisy Bates was later recognized as co-publisher of the paper.

As the former president of the Arkansas State Conference of the NAACP, Bates was involved deeply in
desegregated events. Even though in 1954 the United States Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of
Education made all the segregated schools illegal, the schools in Arkansas refused to enroll African American
students. Bates and her husband tried to fight against the situation in their newspaper. The Arkansas State
Press became a fervent supporter of the NAACP's integrated public school events. The State Press editorialized,
"We feel that the proper approach would be for the leaders among the Negro race—not clabber mouths, Uncle
Toms, or grinning appeasers to get together and counsel with the school heads." Concerning the policy of
academic desegregation, the State Press cultivated a spirit of immediatism within the hearts of African-
American and white citizens. Opposite to gradual approach, this newspaper mainly wanted immediate reform
in Arkansas's educational system. The Arkansas State Press reported that the NAACP was the lead organizer in
these protest events, and the newspaper also tended to enlarge national influence to let more people get
involved in the educational events in Little Rock.

While Governor Orval Faubus and his supporters were refusing even token desegregation of Central High
School, this editorial appeared on the front page:

It is the belief of this paper that since the Negro's loyalty to America has forced him to shed blood on foreign
battle fields against enemies, to safeguard constitutional rights, he is in no mood to sacrifice these rights for
peace and harmony at home.[10]

Throughout its existence, the Arkansas State Press covered all social news happening within the state. It was an
avid supporter of racial integration in schools and thoroughly publicized its support in its pages. In 1957,
because of its strong position during the Little Rock Segregation Crisis, white advertisers held another boycott
to punish the newspaper for supporting desegregation. This boycott successfully cut off funding, except the
money which came directly and through advertisements from the NAACP national office, and through ads from
supporters throughout the country. Despite this the State Press was unable to maintain itself and the last issue
was published on October 29, 1959.

(continued) Daisy Bates
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Daisy Bates immediately joined the local branch of
the NAACP upon moving to Little Rock. In an interview
she explains her history with the organization and that
all her "dreams were tied with this
organization".[4] Her father was a member of the
NAACP many years before and she recounts asking
him why he joined the organization. She said her
father would bring her back literature to read and
after learning of their goals she decided to dedicate
herself, too.

In the same interview when asked what she and the
organization were focused on changing, Bates
responded "the whole darned system".[4] However, it
was after the Brown v. Board of Education decision
that she began to focus mostly on education.

Bates became president of The Arkansas Conference
of Branches in 1952 at the age of 38. She remained
active and was on the National Board of the NAACP
until 1970. Due to her position in NAACP, Bates'
personal life was threatened much of the time. In her
autobiography, Bates discussed her life as a president
of the NAACP in Arkansas:

As President of the NAACP State Conference of
Branches and as the publicized leader of the
integration movement in Arkansas, I was singled out
for 'special treatment.' Two flaming crosses were
burned on our property. The first, a six-foot gasoline-
soaked structure, was stuck into our front lawn just
after dusk. At the base of the cross was scrawled: "GO
BACK TO AFRICA! KKK." The second cross was placed
against the front of our house, lit, and the flames
began to catch. Fortunately, the fire was discovered by
a neighbor and we extinguished it before any serious
damage had been done.

Bates and her husband were important figures in the
African-American community in the capital city of Little
Rock. They published a local black newspaper,
the Arkansas State Press, which publicized violations of
the Supreme Court's desegregation rulings.

(continued) Daisy Bates

The plan for desegregating the schools of Little Rock
was to be implemented in three phases, starting first
with the senior and junior high schools, and then only
after the successful integration of senior and junior
schools would the elementary schools be integrated.
After two years and still no progress, a suit was filed
against the Little Rock School District in 1956. The
court ordered the school board to integrate the
schools as of September 1957. "The battle for the soul
of Little Rock had indeed begun, and Bates entered
vigorously."[citation needed]

Realizing her intense involvement and dedication to
education and school integration, Daisy was the
chosen agent. After the nine black students were
selected to attend Central High, Mrs. Bates would be
with them every step of the way.

As the leader of the NAACP branch in Arkansas, Bates
guided and advised the nine students, known as
the Little Rock Nine, when they attempted to enroll in
1957 at Little Rock Central High School, a previously
all-white institution.[12] The students' attempts to
enroll provoked a confrontation with Governor Orval
Faubus, who called out the National Guard to prevent
their entry. The guard only let the white students to
pass the school gate. Eight students out of the nine
were asked to go back home. One student, Elizabeth
Eckford, didn't receive the message from Daisy Bates
the previous night and was met by a white mob
outside the school as she tried to find the other eight
students in that morning. The mob threatened to kill
the black students; members of the mob harassed not
only activists but also Northern journalists who came
to cover the story.
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Bates used her organizational skills to plan a way for
the nine students to get into Central High. She
planned for ministers to escort the children into the
school, two in front of the children and two behind.
She thought that not only would they help protect
the children physically but having ministers
accompany them would "serve as powerful symbols
against the bulwark of segregation".[citation needed] Bates
continued with her task of helping the nine enroll in
school. She spoke with their parents several times
throughout the day to make sure they knew what
was going on. She joined the parent-teacher
organization, even though she did not have a student
enrolled in school. She was persistent and realized
that she needed to dominate the situation in order to
succeed.[6]

Bates was a pivotal figure in that seminal moment of
the Civil Rights Movement. Osro Cobb, the United
States Attorney for the Eastern District of
Arkansas refers in his memoirs to her, accordingly:

... Mrs. Daisy Bates and her charges arrived at the
school. With surprising ease, they were admitted
through one of the less conspicuous entrances.
Seconds later, a white female student climbed
through a first-story window and yelled that she
wasn't going to school with 'niggers'. ... The sweep of
the television cameras showed a crowd that was
calm. Many were smiling. None was visibly armed in
any way. Things were moving so calmly that the
cameramen were observed staging some action. A
black was shown on film being kicked in the seat of
the pants, but I was told by authorities on the scene
that this had been staged. In the crowd, however,
were some eight agitators known to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation who were there for no good
purpose but to create as much chaos as possible.
These recruits did not come from Little Rock. They
had no children in the school; they were
provocateurs. They began to mount on car tops and
scream to the crowd "Let's get those niggers out of
there."... The agitators first tried to bully the police
into defecting. ... Tempers began to rise ... The
leaders of each assault on the police lines were
collared and put into police wagons and taken to jail.

(continued) Daisy Bates

More than forty persons were taken into custody. No
one in the crowd tried to intervene to prevent the
arrests and removal of the troublemakers. No one in
the crowd had clubs or weapons of any kind. These
two points convinced me that 98 percent of the
people there were not part of an organized mob ...[13]

Nevertheless, the pandemonium at Central High
School caused superintendent Virgil Blossom to
dismiss school that first day of desegregation, and the
crowds dispersed. U.S. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower intervened by federalizing the Arkansas
National Guard and dispatching the 101st Airborne
Division to Little Rock to ensure that the court orders
were enforced. The troops maintained order, and
desegregation proceeded. In the 1958–59 school
year, however, public schools in Little Rock were
closed in another attempt to roll back desegregation.
That period is known as "The Lost Year" in Arkansas.

A significant role of Bates during the Civil Rights
Movement was the advocating and mentoring of the
Little Rock Nine. Bates' house became a National
Historic Landmark in 2002 because of her role during
the desegregation of schools.[14] Her house served as
a haven for The Little Rock Nine. The planning of how
desegregation would be carried out and the goals to
implement were an important part of her role during
the movement and specifically, the house was a way
to help achieve advocacy for civil rights. Her house
also was an official drop off and pick up place for the
Little Rock Nine before and after school, every day.
Because her house was an official meeting place, it
became a center for violence and was often damaged
by segregation supporters.
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The perseverance of Mrs. Bates and the Little Rock
Nine during these turbulent years sent a strong
message throughout the South that desegregation
worked and the tradition of racial segregation under
"Jim Crow" would no longer be tolerated in the
United States of America.[15]

In 1998, a spokeswoman for Bates stated that Bates
had felt guilty for her failure to notify one of the
young ladies, Elizabeth Eckford, that they were
delaying the entrance into Central High School. The
family of the child had no telephone, and the father
did not return from work until 3 a.m. Eckford didn't
know that she needed her parents to accompany her,
and she also didn't know that she needed to gather
with other black students that morning. As a result,
Eckford met a mob by herself, when a kind reporter,
Grace Lorch, took her out of the mob and guided her
to the bus station. The previous night, Bates fell
asleep before she was able to deliver the message to
the family, and the girl attempted to attend her first
day alone at the segregated school. Bates not only
wanted the black students to receive the same level
of education as white students, but she also wanted
to make it her job for all races to have the same
quality of education.

The Little Rock City Council instructed the Little Rock
police chief to arrest Bates and other NAACP figures;
she and the local branch president surrendered
voluntarily. They were charged with failing to provide
information about NAACP members for the public
record, in violation of a city ordinance. Though Bates
was charged a fine by the judge, the NAACP lawyers
appealed and eventually won a reversal in the United
States Supreme Court. In a similar case, the high
court held that the state of Alabama could not
compel the NAACP to turn over its membership list to
state officials.

In an interview with Bates, she says the most
important contribution she made during the Little
Rock crisis was:

the very fact that the kids went in Central; they got in
... And they remained there for the full year. And that
opened a lot of doors that had been closed to
Negroes, because this was the first time that this kind
of revolution had succeeded without a doubt. And
none of the children were really hurt physically.[4]

Martin Luther King Jr. sent a telegram on September
1957 regarding the Central High School and Little
Rock Nine crisis. King's purpose was to encourage
Bates to "adhere rigorously to a way of non-violence",
despite being "terrorized, stoned, and threatened by
ruthless mobs". He assured her, "World opinion is
with you. The moral conscience of millions of white
Americans is with you."[16] King was a guest of the
Bateses in May 1958 when he spoke at the Arkansas
AM&N College commencement. Soon after the
commencement, King asked Daisy Bates to be the
Women's Day speaker at Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church later that year in October. The same year that
she was elected to be a speaker at the Baptist church,
she was also elected to the executive committee of
King's Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC).

The Bateses' involvement in the Little Rock Crisis
resulted in the loss of advertising revenue to their
newspaper, and it was forced to close in 1959. In
1960, Daisy Bates moved to New York City and wrote
her memoir, The Long Shadow of Little Rock, which
won a 1988 National Book Award.

This Crisis showed the influence of the local
organizations, and Bates' action worked because the
government started to have a reaction towards the
organization like NAACP. After the Little Rock Nine
crisis in Arkansas, the city enacted ordinances that all
organizations should disclose their membership lists,
such as the NAACP. The Encyclopedia of Civil Rights in
America records that.
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In an opinion by Justice Potter Stewart, the Court held that free speech
included a freedom of association for expressive purposes. This freedom,
the Court believed, was threatened by the attempts of local government
officials to obtain the membership lists of the NAACP chapters.

Bates then moved to Washington, D.C., and worked for the Democratic
National Committee. She also served in the administration of U.S.
President Lyndon Baines Johnson working on anti-poverty programs. In
1965, she suffered a stroke and returned to Little Rock.

In 1968 she moved to the rural black community of Mitchellville in Desha
County, eastern Arkansas. She concentrated on improving the lives of her
neighbors by establishing a self-help program which was responsible for
new sewer systems, paved streets, a water system, and community
center.

Bates revived the Arkansas State Press in 1984 after L. C. Bates, her
husband, died in 1980. In the same year, Bates also earned the Honorary
Doctor of Laws degree, which was awarded by the University of
Arkansas in Fayetteville.

In 1986 the University of Arkansas Press republished The Long Shadow of
Little Rock, which became the first reprinted edition ever to earn
an American Book Award. The former First lady Eleanor Roosevelt wrote
the introduction for Bates' autobiography. The following year she sold the
newspaper, but continued to act as a consultant. Little Rock paid perhaps
the ultimate tribute, not only to Bates but to the new era she helped
initiate, by opening Daisy Bates Elementary School and by making the
third Monday in February George Washington's Birthday and Daisy
Gatson Bates Day an official state holiday.[14]

Bates died in Little Rock on November 4, 1999.

Filmmaker Sharon La Cruise produced and directed a documentary film
about Bates. Daisy Bates: First Lady of Little Rock premiered on February
2, 2012, as part of the Independent Lens series on PBS.

In May 2014, Rutgers University awarded John Lewis Adams a Ph.D. in
history for his dissertation, Time For a Showdown, a biography chronicling
the rise of Bates and her husband and their influence on Black activism in
the 1950s.

(continued) Daisy Bates
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AprilApril 1st
Cruz-Junes, Zenaida
Hovanec, Tyisha
Riddick, Lillian

April 2nd
Gary-Jackson, Arnethia
Gaylord, Jacqueline
Glover, Iris
Green, Clinton
Junes, Jerry
Smith, James A.
Stackhouse, Michael
Whren, Chenee
Williams, Tanisha
Woods, Marie

April 3rd
Adams, Virginia
Felder, Alice
Johnson, Raquon
Jones, Maisha
Santiago, Matilda
Smith, Lola
Tyson, Dyllan

April 4th
Francis, Miriam
Jones, Virginia
Jones-Mendenhall, Lisa
King, Dwain
Salmon, Verona
Simmons, Linda
Starling, Janeen
Turkvan, Alessandria
Underwood, Raymond
Wooten, Rhonda

April 5th
Black, Lawanda
Boyd, Thomas
Dixon, Shaun
Edwards, Gina
Graham, Lakisha
Hardison, Freeman
Nolen, Lisa
Oliver, Wilton
Thomas, Carole

April 6th 
Alers, Dawn
Griffin, Annie
Guiles, Evon
Mercer, Lyndon
Offet, Reginald
Taylor, Jack
Turner, Dale

April 7th 
Jackson, Robert
Lanham, Robin
Morrow, Kawana
Taylor, Justin

April 8th 
Fields, Madiline
Harrell, Gilda
Johnson, Wesley
Robinson, Danalyn
Sharpe, Audrey
Thomas, Osborne

April 9th 
Domond, Erica
Eady, Marlene
Leach, Renee
Lesperance, Soledad
Riddick, Vonte

April 10th
Hines, Ginia
Maxwell, Chandra
McKenzie, Roger
Rochester, Ann Marie
Sargent-Dunbar, Dontre'
Upchurch, Keryna

April 11th 
Failey, Esau
Lazaro, Marguerite
Lynch, Louise
McDowell, Michael
Piper, Shalepia
Sims, Vaughn

April 12th 
Brown, Charles
Davis, Jovan
Elliott, Tyronda
Hill, Janasia
Pratt, Edward
Sloan, Pamela
Tucker, Da’ron

April 13th 
Gibbs, Minerva
Hill, Andrea
Lopez, Carole
Stewart, Nancy
Walden, Terry

April 14th 
Davis, Vernica
Freeman, James
Gordon, Shantall
Haggans, Leroy
Kendrick, Opel
Lazarus, Diane
Smith, Donald

April 15th 
Digman, Bonnie
Graham, Sedaka
Simmons, Jerry

April 16th 
Johnson, Jenetta

April 17th 
Blank, Beverly
Bryan, Volney
Cameron, Paul
Johnson, Madonna
Osuna Lofton, Sonia
Timmons, Karyn
Trofort, Naomie
Wilson, Liisha

April 18th 
Alcino, Rishon
Barr, Audra
Cooper, Corbin
Dicks, Alana
Fleming, Glenn
Gee, James
Gist, Rodney
Huesch, Donna
Lowe, Margie
Santos, Demetria
Stewart, Harry

April 19th 
Cole, Herman
Fogle, Henry
Hanna, Alice
Harper, Deshawn
Salmon, Nicole
Walker, Chelsea
Wiggins, Evelyn

April 20th 
Gibbs, Cecil
Hudson, Laura
Jackson, Melanie
Leger, Rony
Pettway, Cloretta
Wiggins, Theresa
Williams, Rhoda

April 21st
Adetona, Cornelius
Bradley, Trina
Mason, Latresha
Thompson-Bennett, 

Donna

April 22nd
Edwards, Janay
Green, Jodi
McCoy, Nichelle
Wesley, Daniels
Wilson, Louella
Yancey, Annette

April 23rd
Caple, Lori
Gause, James
Gipson, Ramon
Johnson, James
Morey, David

April 24th 
Edwards, Derrick
Jordan, Ashirah
Lewis, Wanda
Norris, Lester Ann
Thomas, Loretta

April 25th
Adams, Evan
Azeez, Jay
Bradley, Barbara
Day-Johnson, Edna
Jean-Baptiste, Eddyne

April 26th 
Barton, Matthew
Boyd, Rhonda
Coles, Keya
Logan, Christine
Tomlin, Lula
Weidele, Renee
Winding, Roosevelt

April 27th 
Antoine, Susan
Hall-Gibbons, Tre
McAllister, Jakea
Squire, Victor
Thomas-Washington, 

Shahidah
Tyson, Cindy
Wood, Marie

April 28th 
Alexandre, Huguette
Baldwin, Eugene
Figueroa, Jose
Heath, TaShawn
James, Mecca
Swilling, Steven

April 29th 
Craig, Traci
Jennings, Kathy
Maignan, Cynthia

April 30th 

Ayers-Paulin, Stacey
Freeman, William
Honorat-Joseph, 

Marjorie
Hough, Louise
Irby-Langley, Tonya
Young, Gary
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For those who are unable to watch LIVE,
You can call into the prayer line at 9:30 a.m.

on Sundays to hear Pastor Bennett preach

And at 12:00 noon on Wednesdays 
tune into Bible Study at

319-527-3510
Access Code:111933#

Please remember to mute your phone once you 
join the line by pressing the mute button, or if you 

don’t have a mute button, please press the symbol * 
and the number 6.  Muting your phone cancels out 

any background noises.  
Thank you and God Bless!
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April 25

May 30

June 27

July 25

August 29

September 26

October 31 

November 28

December 26

An Evening of Intentional Prayer Time 
for Pastor Bennett

Moses’ arms soon became so tired he could no longer
hold them up. So Aaron and Hur found a stone for him
to sit on. Then they stood on each side of Moses, holding
up his hands. So his hands held steady until sunset.

Exodus 17:2

on the last Sunday of each month at 6:30 p.m. on our
church’s Prayer Conference Call Line, as we intentionally 

pray for Pastor Bennett on the following dates:

All are welcome to call in and listen at 319-527-3510, Access Code 111933#

Please join the Deacon Ministry 


